
DISPENSING
PUMPS & ACCESSORIES

KITCHEN TOOLS
CONDIMENT DISPENSERS & PUMPS



OUR PUMPS 
Whatever your dispensing needs, we’ve got you covered!

#66128 
¼ OZ PUMP 
This pump is capable of dispensing a range of products, from thin 
liquids, to thick creams. Perfect for food and beverage service, 

personal care and janitorial 
applications, this pump is ideal 
for use with flavored syrups, 
condiments and sauces, sanitizers 
and cleaning products. Not 
intended for use with products 
containing particulates. It has a 
built in threaded collar that allows 
this pump to be attached to bottles 
with a standard 28 mm opening. 
Features a dip tube which can  
be cut to fit bottles with a depth  
of 4½ - 11".

#662 
1 OZ PUMP 
With a round, flat head, this pump allows you to easily and comfortably 
dispense a wide variety of products including liquids, gels, creams and 

lotions commonly used in 
food service, personal care, 
pharmaceuticals, janitorial and 
many other industries. Not 
intended for use with products 
containing particulates. Easily 
disassembles for cleaning. 
Combine with adapter caps to 
fit many different sized bottles 
and containers. Features a  
dip tube which can be cut to  
fit vessels with a depth of  
5½ - 9½". Optional restrictors 
limit each pump to ¼, ½,  
or ¾ oz.

#663 
1 OZ PUMP 
This pump features a fixed nozzle which does not move while 
pumping, allowing for controlled dispensing. Dispense products with 
various viscosities including condiments syrups , janitorial chemicals, 
personal care products, detergents and many more. Angled spout 
prevents dripping. Can be used with products containing particulates 

5 mm or less. Easily 
disassembles for 
cleaning. Combine 
with adapter caps 
to fit many different 
sized bottles and 
containers. Features 
a dip tube which can 
be cut to fit bottles 
and containers with  
a maximum depth  
of 9¼".

#664 
1 OZ PUMP 
The perfect pump for dispensing thick or chunky products such as relish 
or salsa. This pump also works well with a variety of food products, 
condiments, cleaning products, personal care products and other 
liquids, creams and gels. Comes with a nozzle restrictor which allows 
you to choose a nozzle opening of either 10 mm or 14.5 mm. Can 

be used with products 
containing particulates 
up to 12 mm. Easily 
disassembles for cleaning. 
Combine with adapter caps 
to fit many different sized 
bottles and containers. 
Features a dip tube which 
can be cut to fit vessels with 
a depth of 5½ - 13½".

*  Pumps 662, 663 and 664 can only be used on containers with a minimum neck size of 38 mm. These same three pumps can also be used with box-in-bag packages.
Pump 66128 cannot be taken apart for cleaning. When using this pump with non-perishable food items, it is recommended to clean by filling a vessel with hot, soapy
water and running it through the pump, then running clean, hot water through for rinsing. For sanitary reasons, 66128 should be discarded after use with
food products that harbor bacterial growth.

DISPENSING PUMPS
 TableCraft Products is here to serve you with all your dispensing needs! We offer multiple pumps 
suitable for dispensing a wide variety of liquids, from thick to thin, and smooth to chunky. Our adapter 
caps ensure that your pumps can be used with a range of essential storage containers. Constructed 
from durable, food-grade polypropylene. All pumps and pump accessories are FDA compliant.



ADAPTER CAPS AND STORAGE CONTAINER CROSS-REFERENCE 
TableCraft Products offers multiple storage bottles and containers to use with your pumps, as well as adapter caps to fit a variety 
of standard sized packaging containers. Pumps 662, 663 and 664 can be used with any of the following adapter caps and  
storage vessels.

#66128
This pump has a built-in threaded collar which fits bottles that have 
a standard 28-400 threaded neck. These bottles are commonly used 
for flavored beverage syrups and 32 oz plastic bottles used to hold 
sanitation and cleaning products. The pump tube can be shortened 
to fit our (608J) 8 oz glass jar below (holds 7 fluid ounces with pump 
attached). This pump is not compatible with adapter caps.

WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER

#38MM
This adapter cap allows for use with a variety of threaded bottles and 
containers with a standard 38 mm opening. This size opening is also  
common on many 1 Gallon bottles used for cleaning and sanitation  
products. TableCraft offers multiple bottles compatible with this cap  
(including our LDPE bottles, shown below).  

WHAT WILL YOUR PUMP FIT?
Whatever the size, we’ve got the fit for you!

110MM Threaded Top NT110MM Snap-Top

#108C:
8 oz LDPE Bottle

#112C:
12 oz LDPE Bottle

#32C:
32 oz LDPE Bottle

#608J:
8 oz Glass Bottle

89MM Threaded Top 38MM Threaded Top160MM Snap-Top

#10529:
1 gal HDPE Jug

#124C-1:
24 oz LDPE Bottle



#89MM
This adapter cap fits threaded containers with a 89 mm opening. 
TableCraft also offers multiple bottles that are compatible with  
this cap.  

#110MM
This adapter cap fits with threaded containers with a 110 mm 
opening. This type of container is commonly used for bulk  
condiments such as #10 sized jugs.

#1032J:
32 oz HDPE Jug 1064J:

64 oz HDPE Jug

1128J:
128 oz HDPE Jug

*Optional
Storage Caps 

Sold Separately

#1017GN #1017Y #1017BR

#1017X #1017W #1017R

#NT110MM  
This adapter cap is a snap-on top. This cap will fit a standard #3 
cylindrical food can. #3 Cylinder Cans: 4¼" dia.   

#160MM
This adapter cap is a snap-on top. This cap will fit a standard #10 
cylindrical food can. #10 Cylinder Cans: 6¼" dia.   

#1017BK



IS 1 OZ TOO MUCH? RESTRICT IT!
Sometimes 1 oz may be too much to dispense at once. We have a solution for you! TableCraft’s clip-on pump restrictors are 
compatible with pump # 662. Choose either ½ oz or ¾ oz, or combine 662-RES + 662-RES75 together will also give you ¼ ounce. 

#662-RES75
Restricts each pump to ¾ oz.

#662-RES
Restricts each pump to ½ oz.

#662-RES + 662-RES75,  
Restricts each pump to ¼ oz.

PARTS LIST
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Item # Description

PUMPS
66128 ¼ oz Pump
C66128 ¼ oz Pump, Pack of 6

662 1 oz Economy Pump

663 1 oz Stationary Pump

664 1 oz Maxi Pump

ADAPTER CAPS
38MM 38 mm Threaded Cap

89MM 89 mm Threaded Cap

110MM 110 mm Threaded Cap

NT110MM 110 mm Snap-Cap

160MM 160 mm Snap-Cap

LDPE BOTTLES
108C 8 oz Bottle

112C 12 oz Bottle

124C-1 24 oz Bottle

32C 32 oz Bottle

HDPE JUGS
1032J 32 oz Jug

1064J 64 oz Jug

1128J 128 oz Jug

10529 1 gal Jug w/ 38 mm Storage Cap

Item # Description 

STORAGE CAPS
1017BK Black Cap
1017BR Brown Cap
1017GN Green Cap

1017R Red Cap

1017W White Cap

1017X Orange Cap

1017Y Yellow Cap

1017A Assorted Caps, 1 of Each Color (no black)

RESTRICTORS
662-RES ½ oz Restrictor

662-RES75 ¾ oz Restrictor

*combine 662-RES + 662-RES75 for ¼ oz dispensing

KITS
66238 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 38 mm Adapter Cap

C66238 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 38 mm Adapter Cap, Pack of 6

66289 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 89 mm Adapter Cap

662110NT 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 110 mm Snap-Cap

662110 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 110 mm Adapter Cap

662160 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 160 mm Snap-Cap

662K 1 oz Economy Pump w/ 1 of Each Adapter Cap

663K 1 oz Stationary Pump w/ 1 of Each Adapter Cap

664K 1 oz Maxi Pump w/ 1 of Each Adapter Cap


